Data Analysis: Adults

Working Parents

~85% of all parents work
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Work Proximity

70% of work force is local
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Education Gap
31% hold Bachelor degrees

29% of adults have less than a High School education
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Income
Median Income: ~$60,000
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Data Analysis: Kids

School Enrollment

48% of students attend private school
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Data Analysis: Kids
1  Administration
2  Cafe
3  Garden Market
4  Tool Shop
5  Garden
6  Gallery
7  Restrooms
8  Mechanical
9  Flexible Craft Room
10 Storage
11 Elevators
12 Performance
13 Conference
14 Collaboration Studio
15 Kids Room
16 Flexible Office
17 Tech Lab
18 Workshop
19 Quiet Study | Library
20 Work Studio
21 Permanent Offices
22 Condos